
Securitex-R-Bell302 controller System (Industrial Application)  

SECURITEX-R-BELL302-Schedule Alarm Bell 

 

Fully automatic industrial siren / bell system that is used to solve the common daily problem of ringing siren / bell on time every 

time and only when required for TEA-BREAK or LUNCH BREAK etc. Unlike other Siren / Alarm Systems on the market, 

SECURITEX-R-BELL302 is a fully custom developed SIREN System specifically designed for automating these process, from 

the most basic schedules to the most complex. Different time schedule can be implemented in minutes and schedule changes 

in seconds. SECURITEX-R-BELL302 come with a unique SIREN Program / software that's based around a clear, easy to 

follow year planner format. It enables you to assign multiple reusable schedules, using your office PC, by days, weeks or 

months. Whether your factory operates a manual system, audio based, industrial electronic timer or is controlled by your Alarm 

company, SECURITEX-R-BELL302 exceed all this with accuracy, functionality, ease of setup, flexibility and running costs. The 

best part of this system is its standalone and you only need to have a 230VAC 13amp power mains to operate from. This 

system is also built for ease of moving it around that it c/w a carrying handle and also its own inbuilt power supply and 

rechargeable battery to ensure that even when the main power trip the system will function. The system without the main AC 

power source can operate for more then 5 days. Because it is mobile in nature, the system can be carry around to be use in 

construction site, factory, manufacturing yard, fabrication facilities and open space where large group of workers break time 

need to be announce.  

 

(Optional) This system can also be reconfigured to become an emergency siren system where in an emergency on the site, 

an external non-schedule activation can be executed by using a remote control or GSM via SMS.     

Design, fabricate and distributed by: 

SECURITEX ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS ENGINEERING 
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